STUC Meeting Agenda
Thursday, October 15, 2020

10:00 – 10:20 - STScI status - Ken Sembach - 20 mins
10:20 – 10:45 - HST Project status - Wiseman/Crouse  20-30 mins
10:45 – 11:15 - HSTMO status summary (including instrument updates) - Tom Brown - 30 mins
11:15 – 11:35 - COS Lifetime extension update - Marc Rafelski - 20 mins
11:35 – 12:00pm – ULYSES – Julia Roman-Duval – 20-30 min
12:00 - 12:20 – break
12:20 – 12:50 - Cycle 28 TAC statistics and preparations for Cycle 29 - Claus Leitherer - 30 mins
12:50 - 13:10 - Updates to the TAC grading scheme - Lou Strolger - 20 mins
    Hubble org link and the direct link to the flickr site
13:55 - 14:00 - possible break
14:00 - 14:15 - Collecting input from the community - Neill Reid - 15 mins
14:15 - 14:30 - Discussion as needed